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Abstract. We present a research work on the formal study of the properties of the Prolog 
widely-used CUE operator. The behaviour of control structures is defined by a reference interpreter 
described as a rewriting system (operational semantics). The denotational semantics are shown 
to be expressible in terms of “stream-generating functions*‘, which therefore constitute an adequate 
framework for the study of the properties of Prolog control structures. As an application, we 
present ec,ui\alence rules for Prolog programs, and we discuss the replacement of cut by an 
if-then-else operator in Prolog dialects. 
Most research efforts in the field of semantics of Prolog have been devoted to 
the study of the attractive similarity between Prolog and logic programming [ 1,5,7] 
in which Horn clause programs have a purely declarative reading, independent of 
the control strategy used by the language implementation. Unfortunately, the addi- 
tion of thk d ~?a~sical negation operator then causes many problems, and the popular 
cui operator Imust be considered harmful (like a goto statement), only used by 
sneaky programmers at their own risks. 
Our point of view is rather different: Prolog is a programming language; it is not 
logic prograa zming. Prolog programmers are aware of the depth-first strategy (back- 
tracking), and have developed various programming tricks taking advantage of the 
cut and M& operators. 
In our opinion, the complexity of the mathematical tools used for the formal 
expression of the semantics of programming languages re ects the complexity of 
the programmer’s thought processes. NIastering the use of cut is not black art, so 
the underlying semantics o Prolog with CUE shou 
In the first section we bri 
Prolog; APC: Abstract Prolog with cut). In Section 2, we present in 
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We choose another approach (borrowed from [S]): computations in AP/APC are 
sequences of rewriting steps over configurations (syntactical terms representing the 
internal states of the interpreter), so the description is kept very short (only five 
rewriting rules for AP, six for APC!) and also totally explicit by itself. 
Section 3 presents denotational semantics functions for AP and APC as least 
solutions of small sets of equations (again five for AP, six for APC). In AP semantics 
the basic object is the “stream-generating function” associated to each well-formed 
“statement”. A stream-generating function (SGF) is a rather natural concept for 
Prolog programmers; let us consider the following example (in classical Prolog 
syntax): 
plus(zer0, N, N). 
plus(succ( N), P, succ( Q)):-plus( N, P, Q). 
Roughly speaking, the SGF for “plus( X, Y, 2)” is a function which-given values 
for X, Y and Z-returns the stream of all solutions (substitutions) found during 
the computation of “plus(X, Y, Z)“. 
In this example, if X is bound to the atom “zerop9 in the initial state, the SGF 
returns exactly one solution if Y and Z are unifiable terms; otherwise an empty 
stream. 
If X and Y are distinct free variables and Z is bound to “succ(zero)“, the stream 
returned by the SGF contains two elements: in the first element X and Y are 
respectively bound to “zero” and “succ( zero)“; in the second one they are bound 
to “succ(zero)” and “zero”. At last, if X, Y and Z are free in the initial state, the 
resulting stream is infinite. 
For AP the SGF is directly obtained as the least solution of a certain set of 
equations. In the case of APC, these solutions are barely more sophisticated mathe- 
. . 
ma&al objects from which we extlabC L1aw --+ +h- corresponding “natural” SGF. 
In Section 4 we consider an if-then-else operator (Curt) for Prolog. We show 
CO& to be more “structured” than CCC& in the sense that the mathematical tools 
needed to describe its denotational semantics are those of AP; nevertheless CCWZ~ 
has the same expressive power as cut in “flat” APC (Horn clauses with cut ). We 
also prove cmd to be less expressive than CUE in the case of “full” APC (where 
clauses have d's and 03’s mixed in their body parts). 
First we will define the syntax of the abstract Prolog dialects .4P and AK. 
1.1. Syntax of AP/APC 
‘VVe suppose the existence of a set T of terms, and two finite sets PP and UP of 
er-defined). The 
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Goals are built from literals and control structures. In AP the four control 
structures are’: &44e, &Z&Z (nullary) , and and U* (binary operators; in infix notation). 
APC has an additional nullary control structure cud. Let G be the set of goals. 
(goal) ::= 4~43 
i/e a de 
I cd (for APC only) 
1 (goal) and (goal) 
] (goal) UB (goal) 
1 (literal) 
In AP/APC a program associates a procedure body (goal) to each user-defined 
predicate. Programs are tWx4tten as finite (unordered) sets of clauses: 
(cla-;se)::=(head) + (goal) 
Heads are literals built with a user-defined functor and the corresponding number 
of arguments, restricted to be all different variables. Each user-defined functor is 
the head of one and only one clause. 
1.2. Correspondence with classical Prolog 
The link between AP/APC and classical Prolog dialects is obvious, for example 
the translation of 
into AP is the following program fragment: 
element( E, cons( E, T)). 
element( E, cons( H, T)) :- element( E, T). 
elemeut( E, 5) 
+’ unify( L, cons( E, T)) 
02 
(u iify( L, cons( H, T)) afind element( E, T)) 
where capital-letter names E, L, H, T denote Prolog variables. 
unify(_, -) is a predefined binary predicate which succeeds if its alguments 
can be unified, and then answers the resulting mgu. It fails otherwise. 
The reader should convince himself easily that the restriction we have placed on 
the syntax of the heads of clauses does not interfere with the language 
which are the very same as classical Prolog ones: the U/C o 
the order of clauses. ules for translating programs from 
obvious. 
’ Although we do not consider Prolog as a ptire logic programming language, we keep t 
names OF bolean operators. 
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1.3. Flat APC 
Flat APC is a subset of APC where goals are restricted to be “flat goals”, i.e., 
disjunctions of conjr..nctions of C& or literals. The syntax of these “flat goals” is 
(disjunction) ::= t)cG& 
1 (conjunction) e% (disjunction) 
(conjunction} : := hue 
1 4ut KWM! (conjunction) 
1 (literal) a92d (conjunction) 
!Flat APC programs are obtained during the translation of “Morn clauses with CUE" 
programs into APC. 
rolog interpreter 
We state the behaviour of the language constructs by means of 811 operational 
model, i.e., a formal interpreter of the language. Here the internal state of the 
interpreter is represented by a syntactical object (called configuration): computations 
are sequences of rewriting steps over configurations. This leads to several advantages: 
- the description is very small: each control structure is described by one rewriting 
rule; 
- it is fully explicit: all internal features of the interpreter (e.g.,, stacks) are visible 
as syntactical objects, being part of the configuration; 
- it allows reasoning about computation sequences-even nonterminating ones- 
which is essential for program equivalence proofs. 
For the sake of simplicity we first present the AP interpreter, then the APC’s one. 
2.1. An abstract interpreter for AP 
Let S be a set of “states”. A state is an abstract object which will represent (in 
APC) the “current substitution”, i.e., the set of Prolog variables 
currently used and their respective values. 
The procedure call mechanism (for predefined or user-defined predicates) is 
abstracted into a “reduction” function r: r : L x S + G x S, which associates a pro- 
cedure body and a new state to a procedure call done in a given state. For example, 
if we have the clause 
e(X) i# unify( X, zero) 
04 (unify( X, succ( Y)) ad e( Y)), 
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The same principle holds for predefined predicates; for example, the value of 
r(unify( T, , T2), s) is (for every term T, and TJ 
(&&g, s) if the terms T1 and Tz are not unifiable, 
(tc~e, s’) if T, and T2 can be unified, and s’ is the composition of s with the mgu 
of Tr and Tz. 
2.1.;. Choice points and conjigurations 
nt (CP) is made of a (possibly empty) sequence of goals, an 
(goal sequence) ::= nil 1 (goal).(goal sequence) 
(choice point) ::= ((goal sequence), (state)) 
A CP, for example, (c E .:.nil, s), describes a request. Its solutions are found by 
solving the goals a, b and c in this order, starting from the state s. A choice point 
with an empty goal sequence2 is a success: the only solution of the CP (nil, s) is 
the state s itself, obtained without any computational effort. 
A configuration is a sequence of CPs. 
(configuration} ::= nil 1 (choice point).(configuration) 
Configurations also represent requests for the interpreter. The CPs inside a con- 
figuration describe alternate ways to find solutions. Answers for a configuration are 
obtained by searching the solutions of the CPs, in left-to-right order. The empty 
configuration has, of course, no solution. 
2.1.2. Computation steps 
The interpreter tries to find solutions for an initial configuration. We describe the 
computatiur. steps by the following rewriting rules: 
+ (IF, Sk 
+ c, 
+ k.g’=gs, Sk 
+ k.gs, sMg’.gs, Sk 
+ (b.gs, s’).c where r(2, s) = (b, s’) 
where g, g’, b are goals; I is a literal, s, s’ are states, gs is a sequence of goals, and 
c is a configuration. 
Roughly speaking, the interpreter applies the rules to an initial configuration until 
it finds either a success (a configuration whose first CP’s sequence of goals is empty), 
or the finite failure (e pty configuration). Nofkter 
resented by infinite sequences of rewriting steps. After having fou 
the interpreter starts again sear 
the stream of solutions associat 
apeh “nil” wili always ce f~br any kind of 0 
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2.1.3. Streams 
Here we define streams over an arbitrary set 0 = {a, b, c, d, . . .} of objects. In the 
rest of the paper the word “stream” will stand for “stream of states”. There are 
three kinds of streams: 
- lists: for - xample, a.b.c.nil; 
- infinite streams: for example, a.b.a.b.a.b . . . ; 
- partially defined streams: a. 6x1 
Partially defined streams (PDS) represent nonterminating computations* the stream 
a.b.c.i summarizes the result of a computation which produces three solutions a, b 
and c (in this order) and then enters an endless loop. Another interesting point 
about PDSs is their ability to represent approximations of the results of (finite or 
infinite) computations. For example the streams I, a.& a. b.1, a.b.c.1, a.b.c.ni! are 
all approximations of a.b.c.nil. 
Formally, the set FSIr of finite streams is defined by induction: 
where o E OJ’ E FStr. 
The approximation ordering relation G over FStr is generated by 
i c St, st c st Vst E FStr, 
a.st, G a.stz @ st, G stz Vst, , st, E FStr, a E 0. 
The set Str of all the streams is naturally obtained by completion of increasing 
approximation chains on FStr, for example the infinite string s.’ = a.b.a.b.a.b.a.b . . . 
is defined as the “limit” of the following chain of approximations: 
st,=l, st,=a.l, st?=a.b.l, st,=a.b.a.l,.... 
osition. (Str, I, S ) is an algebraic cpo with basis Fstr”. 
The strong point about cpo’s is the following: any continuous function from a 
cpo into another cpo can be defined as the unique extension of its restriction on 
the basis of the first cpo. For example, the concatenation operation @ * Str x Str + Str 
is the unique continuous function such that 
i @ st, = I, 
nil @ st, = st,, 
(a.st,) @ sL = a.(st, @ 9,) A Vdcr E 0, st, E FStr, St+ Str. 
’ In this paper we avoid too technical details; however the underlying maahematics are not difficult. 
The reader can refer to [9, h] for definitions ~IIQ 
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Likewise, we will associate with each SGF f (f: 0 + S?r) its extension ext(f) : SO--, 
Srr defined as 
edfM-0 = 1, 
ext(f)(nil) = nil, 
ext(f )(a.st) = f(a) @ ext(f )(st) Va E 0, st E FStr. 
2.1.4. Operationd semantics of AP 
We can now introduce semantic functions for the AP interpreter. Given an n in 
N and a configuration c, it is rather natural to define the stream Scon,f,,[ c] of solutions 
actually found after n rewriting steps. Formally, we define a family of functions 
SconS, (n E N): Conf + FStr by 
SconfO[ c] = _ , 
Sconf,+,[nii] = nil, 
Sconfn+,[(nil, s).c] = s.Sconf,,[c], 
Sconf,+,Tcl = Scot& [ c’] if c + cl. 
for every configuration c, c’, integer n, and state s. 
The mathematical cpo structure of Str implies the existence of a function 
Sconf: Conf + Str which is the least upper bound of {SconJ 1 i E N). By construction 
Sconf (c) actually returns all the solutions that can actually be reached after a finite 
(but arbitrary huge) number of steps. 
From Sconf we derive another semantic function Sgoal which associates with 
each goal a stream generating function. Sgoad is defined by 
Sgoal : G + (S + Str), 
SgoaI[g]s = Sconf [(g.nil, s).nil] 
for every goal g and state s. 
SgoaZ[g]s simply computes the stream of solutions obtained during the resolution 
of the problem g in state s. 
2.2. Abstract 1 qterpreter for APC 
Adding CU.~‘ to the language is of course very easy, but the interpretation of cut 
complic;ctes the inner details of the interpreter. owever, we keep the same descrip- 
tisn technique: coniigurations are presented as syntactical objects, and rewriting 
rules mimic the computation steps. 
2.2.1. Choice points, conjigura tions 
The choice point and configuration 
recursive. A choice point (CP) is now made of 
- a (possibly empty) sequence of airs ((goal, con uration)), 
- a state. 
aking, the ““du 
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A configuration is a scquer:e of CPs. 
ipair) : := J( (goal), (configuration))) 
(pair sequence) ::= nil 1 (pair).(pair sequence) 
(configuration) : := nil 1 (choice point).(configuration) 
2.2.2. Computation steps and operational semantics of APC 
As in Section 2. .2 we present the computation steps in the APC interpreter as a 
small set of rewriting rules over configurations: 
(((hue, c)).ps, s).c’ -+ (PS, d-c’, 
((id, c)).ps, s).L” + (PS, 94 
(((fh&e, c)).ps, s).c’ + c’, 
(((g afld g’, s)).ps, SW + ((g, cMg’, c&p4 9-c’, 
((go* g’, C)).PS, a + N5 chps, wk’~ cbps, a’, 
w, CbP% SW + (((6, c’)).ps, s’).c’ where r( l9 s) = (b, s’) 
where g, g’, b are goais; I is a literal, s, s’ are states, ps is a sequence of pairs, and 
c, c’ are configurations. 
A careful study of these rules reveals that the tie, ,&&, &ML& and ZM rules are 
basically the same as in AP’s rewriting system, the dump zolmponent /‘ of the first 
pair being kept unchanged. This dump component is only set by the reducticg rule 
to the rest of the CP sequence. Conversely, it is used only by the cut ru!e to modify 
the tail of the configuration. 
This explains the usual (informal and rather obscure) operational definition of 
the behaviour of cut: it discards all choice points left pending since the invocation 
of the (instance of the) procedure where it occurs. 
The definition of Sconf: Conf + Str is the same as in AP (see Section 2.1.4), 
Sgoal : G + (S + Str) is slightly Kodified into 
Sgoal[g]s = Scoqf(b@, nil)).nil, s).nil). 
ot~tio antics 
The general purpose of semantics of programming languages is to state a corre- 
spondence between a program and a mathematical representation of its meaning, 
i.e,, building the meaning of a program from the meaning of its components. 
Operational semantics uses functions defined over “run time” objects, like “locations, 
values, environments, stacks, and so on, saying how the internal confguration of 
is running. It often consists of proposing a more 
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3.1. Semantics of A P 
We first show that the semantic5 of A can be expressed directly using “natural” 
concepts (streams) without referring tc the inner details of the interpreter like choice 
points and configurations. 
oal is the least solution of the following functional equations system: 
= s.nil, (1) 
s = nil, (2) 
(*) Sgoal[g, ~2 g2]s = Sgoal[g,]s @ Sgoal[g,]s, (3) 
Sgoal[g, 42dg2]s = (ext(Sgd[gJ) 0 Sgoal[g,])s, (4) 
Sgoal[l]s = Sgoai[b]s’ ifr(1, -_) = (6, s’) (9 
for every goal g, , g2, 6. states s, s’ and literal 1. 
roof (sketch). We hrst show that Sgoal is a solution of this system. Equations (I), 
(2) and (5) are obviously satisfied, (3) dnd (4) are obtained when considering the 
rewriting sequences involved in the computations for compound goals g, ~2 gZ, 
g, cz;& g,. We then exhibit a monotonic bijection between the solutions of (*) and 
the solutions 4 : Conf + Str of (**): 
(**) 
1 
S(nil) = nil, 
4(nil, s).c) = s.(c) 
+(c)=(c’j ifc+c’ 
for every state s and configurations c, c’. 
Sconf is the least solution of (**), consequently Sgoal is the least solution of (*). 
For all details see [23. q 
We want to stress the folio-iving point: system (*) defines Sgoal without any 
reference ts inner details of the AP interpreter, and only high-level concepts 
(operations on streams) are involved in this definition of the semantics of AP. This 
perhaps explains what makes programmers feel of Prolog as a very high-level 
programming language: no knowledge about the backtracking-mechanism 
implementatio-1 details of the interpreter is required to reason about the behaviour 
of programs. Our operational model happens to be only a kind of lazy evaluator 
for the semantic function Sgoal. 
The correspondence between control operators and mathematical operations over 
SGF allows r’ormal proofs for program equivalence (see Section 3.3 for applications). 
3.2. Denota tional semantics *for APC 
The denotational semantics of A C is a little bit ore tricky because the oal 
function of APC does not satisfy a the properties 
le the goal ~tcct~t tag: One has Sgoal[&]s 
because 
(((cut, nil)).nil, s).nil -+ (nil, s).nil (cut r 
(QB46’, 9 s). 
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but Sgoal[d 0~ h~e]s = s.nil: 
(((cat 0fi &u, nil)), s).nil 
+ (({CU.& J)).nil, s).(((&u, nil)).nil, s).nil (0~ rule) 
+ (nil, s).nil (cat rule). 
Consequently, the general property 
Sgoal[ge g’]s = (Sgoal[g]s) @ (Sgoal[g’]s) 
does not hold in APC for g = cut and g’= +&ue! 
In order to present the denotational semantics of APC we have to slightly extend 
the definition of streams. The set of extended finite streams EFstr is also defined 
by induction: 
f E EFStr @ 
where o E 0,f’ E EStr. 
“esc” is a new “terminator” for a new kind of finite lists. The definition of the 
approximation order is the same as in Section 2.1.3, and the set EStr d “extended 
streams” is also defined as a completion of EFstr by means of approximation chains. 
We redefine the concatenation and extension operations: 
esc @ st, = esc, 
nil @ St2 = st2, 
(a.st,) @ St2 = a.(st, @ stz) Va cz 0, st, E EStr, St+ EStr. 
Thz extension of an ESGF f (f: O-, EStr) is the unique continuous function 
at(S) : EStr + EStr such that 
ext(f )(i) = I, 
ext( f )(nil) = nil, 
ext( f )(esc) = esc, 
ext(f )(a.st) = f(a) @ ext(f)(st) Va E 0, st E EFStr. 
Clearly, Str (resp. SGF) is a subset of EStr (resp. ESGF), and operations on Str 
(resp. SGF) are restrictions of operations defined on Str (resp. SGF). We also need 
a convercion function unes-c : EStr + Str which simply replaces esc by nil: 
unesc(l) = I, 
unesc(ni1) = nil, 
esc( s) ectf 
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unesco 2 where Z: G+(S -+ EStr) is the least solution of 
Z[t24s = snil, 
Z[+%z&E]S = nil, 
Zl_~&]s = s.esc, 
zcg, & &IS = ag,1s @ ~Cgib, 
4% ~~&.!zlS = ~e~~Mg*l) O m,lb9 
Z[l]s = (unesc 0 Z![b]s’ if r(1, s) = (b, s’) 
for every goal g, , g, 9 b, states s, s’ and literal 1. 
a.b.esc means that the evaluation of g in state s first produces 
two solutions a and b, and then stops (escapes) because cut was encountered (esc 
is @-left-absorbent: ,L prevents the interpreter to compute other solutions). The 
scope of C& is limited to the procedure where it occurs: so esc is turned into nil 
in the results of a procedure cal14. 
1 .et us now justify the existence of 2 from an “operational” point of view: the 
study of APC computation sequences leads to the following (rather surprising) result. 
reposition. For every goal g and state s, one has 
(1) Vc, c’E Conf: Sconf((((g, c)).nil, s).c’) = Sgoal[g]s @ Sconffc’), or 
(2) Vc, c’E Conf: Sconf((((g, c)).nil, s).c’) = Sgoal[g]s 63 Sconf( c). 
his simply means that the resolution of g in state s determines which continuation 
will be used later (c or c’). If, for some g and s, (1) and (2) hold simultaneously, 
the stream Sgoal[g]s is necessarily infinite or partially defined. Thus in case (1) we 
will state Z[g]s = Sgoal[g]s, and in case (2) we will have Z[g]s = Sgoal[g]s @ est. 
The procf teihniques used for this proposition are the same as in Section 3.1. 
3.3. Equivalence rules 
The equation sets for denotational semantics obtained in Section 3.1 for AP and 
in Section 3.2 ior APC constitute a convenient tool for program equivalence proofs. 
nition. Two goals g and g’ are equivalent (g = g’) if they can be substituted to 
each other in any configuration c without modifying the value of Sconf(c). 
It is easy to show that 
for AP: g = g’ @ Sgoa/[g] = Sgoa&gf], 
for APC: g-g’ H Z[g]=Z[g’]. 
The eq_uivalence relation 21 of course depends the 
should have written =,., Sgoal,, Scoflfr, Z,, instea z 9 
4 This is similar to the catch/throw mechanis ialecls. 
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We want to consider general equivalence relations (independent from the program, 
thus from r); between “goal schemes” we will define = as 
g = g’ CG fo: any function r one has g =r g’. 
Here we give the main results about =, holding for true AP and APG: 
AP equivalence rules: 
APC equivalence rules: 
for all goals A, B and C’. 
The existence of a finite complete set of equivalence rules is still an open problem. 
erator for Prolog 
In this section we augment AP with a new “structured” if-then-else operator 
co%d; we obtain another dialect APK. 
4.1. The abstract langtiage APK 
We add a new ternary operator cond to the definition of AP: 
(goal) ::= ~BULZ 
1 #a&43 
1 (goal) and (goal) 
1 (goal) O* (goal) 
I c~~d(koal), (goal>, (goal)) 
1 (literal) 
e meaning of 6L coMd( A, B, C’)” is: “if A succeeds then execute E else execute C”. 
4.2. Operational semantics 
cut is not a pa uage itself, it is kept as an internal feature 
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(pair> : := (((goal), (configuration))) 
((CUE, (configuration))) 
(pair sequence) : := nil 1 (pair).(pair sequence) 
(choice point) 
(configuration) 
And we obtain the APK 
to the ones of _4PC: 
::= ((pair sequence), (state)) 
::= nil 1 (choice point).(configuration) 
configuration rewriting rules by simply adding a CU& rule 
-3 Uk, c’Mh4 c’)).ik’, c’hps, ~Mg”, c’hps, SW, 
w, dhP% SW + (((b, c’)).ps, s’).c’ where r(l, s) = (b, s’) 
where g, g’, g”, b are goals, I is a literal, s, s’ are states, ps is a sequence of pairs, 
and c, c’ are configurations. 
The effect of the goal %oNd(g, g’, g”)” closely resembles that of “(g a@d cut astd 
g’j 0~ g”“, but the latter modifies the dump component, whereas the former does 
not. The definitions of Sconf and Sgoal are kept unchanged. 
4.3. Denotational semantics 
osi&isn. Tii? semantic function Sgoal is the least solution of the following system: 
Sgoal[kd]s = s.nil, 
Sgoal[&&& = nil, 
SgoaP[gl .0t g,]s = Sgoal[g,]s @ Sgoal[g,ls, 
Sgod[g, and gJs = (ext(Sgoal[g,]) 0 Sgoal[g,]js, 
Sgo4%4g, 3 g2 9 83)lS 
i 
_L lhen I, 
= if Sgoal[g,]s = nil then Sgoal[ g,]s, 
s’.st then Sgoal[g,]s, 
Sgoal[l]s = Sgoal[ b]s’ where r( 1, s) = (b, s’j 
fop all goals !ih 9 g2, g, 9 b, states s, st and literal 1. 
This result shows that the n-rathematical too 
CQH!~ are the same as for A?, thus less co 
to Wit 
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4.4. Eqirivalence rules in APK 
We present here some AK equivalence rules (many of them are obvious): 
(A a;~+& B) LZH~ C =AaHd(BandC), 
A awd tab = A = twe aHd A, 
#a&e atid A = #a&e, 
(Au* B) 02 C 3 A ut (B us C), 
A u,t #a&e = A= #a&e UC A, 
(Au* B) and C E (A atid C) u* (B atid C); 
cmd(A, B, C) a@d D s cmzd(A, B atid D, C atid D), 
cu~d(tw, B, C) = B, culzd(#ahe, B, C) f C, 
cmzd(t%ue u+ A, B, C) f B. 
By convenience, we will define the abbreviations #‘&t and ~4: 
{id(g) = carLd(g, hue, {a&e), 
iwhf(g) =cmtd(g, &z&e, thxe). 
. This definition of ~4 corresponds to the usual “negation by failure” of 
Prolog [5]. 
Some properties involving ,&I~ and 12~4 are the following: 
,&clt(&rrt(A)) =,&t(A), 
cu~d(#i&(A)uz B, C, D)=cmzd(Aus~ B, C, D), 
cund(AoB ,&t(B), C, D) = cmd(AoB B, C, D), 
&dt( +‘h1( A) atid B) f {ht( A) aMd &at( B), 
wt( #ht( A)) = +h~t(nof( A)) = ~ut( A), 
cond(A, fake, C) z R&(A) atid C, 
nut(Ao~ B) s r&(A) aMdNot( B) 
and (infinitely ?) many others. 
4.5. Comparison of AP, APC and APK 
The language A PX is obviously more expressive than AP, because it contains an 
additional operator which requires more sophisticated internal features inside the 
interpreter, and the underlying necessary mathematical objects are more compli- 
cated. We have the following result [2] about the relationship between APK and 
“flat APC” : 
Away flat-APC program can be transformed into an equivalent APK 
program, using the procedure body transformation rules (1) and (2) b&w. 
Let P be the body of a procedure: 
(1) if is equivalent (using afld-associativity, and other rules) to a goal 
asvd cut and C) 02 
into 
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(2) if P is equivalent to A U* (B LZM.~ cd a&tnd C mtd et& and D) 0% E where 
C, D, E do not contain any cut, then P can be transformed into 
Intuitively, these rules apply to the last conjunction of P which contains a cut 
(remember that the procedure bodies of flat-APC programs are disjunctions of 
coqiunctions). Rule (1) applies if this conjunction contains exactly one C& and (2) 
when there are at least two. y iteration of these rules we suppress all CM;& one by 
one. The justification of these rules is obtained by considering equivalence rules for 
programs written in a mixture of APC and APK (the operational and denotational 
semantics are very similar to those of APC). 
Conversely, APK programs can be easily translated into a flat APC program using 
auxiliary predicates: it suffices to transform each call to “CORd(A, B, C)” into a call 
to a procedure Auxabc defined as 
(taking variables into account actua!ly does not cause any particular problem). But 
this result cannot be generalized to “full-APC” programs; we have proved in [3] 
that the APC procedure scheme P 
cannot be translated into an APK procedure scheme. 
ark. T:3e --3-d L& er should think of G and F as “generator” and “filter”; when G 
is called it produces a stream of solutions. If F refuses a candidate solution of G, 
C& is not eva!uated and the candidate is returned as a result oi E? As soon as a 
candidate is ah:cem+“T1 ‘- V~Qd by F9 P halts. So P produces the stream of the first results 
produced by G which are refused by F. 
Our non-existence proof is founded on a well-chosen family of generators G; we 
show that no goal scheme built with the control structures of APK (PUS, {a&e, 
aMd, 02, and cumd) and the “goal variables” G and F can produce the same results 
as P. 
Many questions remain open about this work. 
(1) We have shown that the properties of 
expressed in terms of stream generating functions, w 
objects; and we presented some 
ontroll structures can 
re “natural” mat 
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(2) Introducing cut always teems to decrease the readability of Prolog programs. 
This fact is explained by the difi,.w.g.- =anne in complexity level between the mathematical 
objects in the semantic. c of AP and APC. We have shown cmzd to be a possible but 
limited alternative to 6~4. Is it possible to design a “structured” control operator 
powerful enough to replace cut in all cases? 
(3) Another practical problem is the extension of our approach to GM&, &~a&, 
&eege and other such features of popular Prolog implementations. In our opinion 
this is a difficult task, because these features transgress the data-program separation 
principle, and thus allow self-modifying programs. It is obviously possible to describe 
these features by operational and even denotational modeis, but how complicated 
will they be? Who will practically use such models to check the equivalence between 
programs? 
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